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Our Best in-class Planning tool

PLAN VIDA
WHERE PLANNING
MEETS ANALYTICS

Contact Us
wwww.valuechainplanning.com
Email Us : services @ valuechainplanning.com

PLANVIDA
Many companies try to drive their planning process through Excel, due to
its flexibility and familiarity, but experience a variety of process
challenges.
Demand Planning drives all company plans including demand, supply,
purchasing, manufacturing, material requirements and financial plans.
Lack of demand visibility can be extremely costly for any supply
chain.......

Choose PlanVida – A DIFFERENTIATOR
PLANVIDA, our best-in-class planning tool takes full advantage of all
your data to give you the most accurate and reliable forecast. Planvida’s
"best pick" feature allows you to generate accurate forecasts, even for
thousands of items, in a matter of seconds. This tool can accommodate
seasonal demand, product hierarchies, product promotions, new products,
slow-moving items, causal variables, outliers and much more.

Cost
Effective

Cloud

Perfect balance
of ease and
powerful

Up and
running in
no time!
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PlanVida Product Architecture
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Client Testimonials
"Demand Planning LLC has an amazing ability to morph into employees of the company and tackle challenges head
on. As a team they delivered on their commitments and institutionalized a new Statistical forecast process that fit
within the business constraints.
Demand Planning LLC has an uncanny ability to spot problems before they occur and gave world class training in
terms of demand planning and statistical forecasting.
A Must Hire if you are struggling with end to end SAP/APO Statistical forecasting processes & methods."

- Demand Manager,
Honeywell, Golden Valley, MN

"I want to thank you for your assistance in the quick implementation of the ForecastPro software. I have worked
with small companies and large multinational Fortune 100 companies both using and managing forecasting software.
Following are my comments regarding our implementation:
1. Implementation took only one month
2. Results in accuracy were outstanding—doubling accuracy immediately
3. This is the easiest forecasting software I have ever encountered
4. Demand Planning LLC staff were readily available to assist with questions and set up
5. This software saves me many hours of workload monthly
In short, both I and senior management are impressed with the implementation, service, and results. I wish I had
found you sooner!"

- Director Supply Chain,
Jif-Pak Manufacturing
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About Us
Demand Planning LLC is a consulting boutique
comprised of seasoned experts with real-world
supply chain experience and subject-matter
expertise in demand forecasting, S&OP,
Customer planning, and supply chain strategy.

Through our knowledge portal Demand Planning.Net,
we offer a full menu of training programs through inperson and online courses in Demand Forecast
Modeling, S&OP, Industry Forecasting, collaborative
Forecasting using POS data.

We provide process and strategy consulting
services to customers across a variety of
industries: pharmaceuticals, CPG, High-Tech,
Foods and Beverage, Quick Service Restaurants
and Utilities.

Demand Planning LLC also offers a variety of
informational articles and downloadable calculation
templates, and a unique Demand Planning discussion
forum.

PlanVida Models

Valtitude / Demand Planning LLC
26, Henshaw street,
Woburn, MS 01801
Phone: (781) 787 2833
Fax: (651) 305 5163
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